Reset Box
User Guide
Introduction
The LA GARD Reset Box removes all Users and resets the Master Password on LA GARD safe locks. The Reset Box will only work in conjunction with LA GARD electronic safe locks with BAT ports (will not work with older model LG BASIC Series locks without a BAT port).

Connect the Reset Box

⚠️ Once the Reset Box is connected to a safe lock, deleted users cannot be recovered. All settings will be restored to the default values. All Users, except for Master, will be deleted. The Combination for the Master User will be reset to the default value of 12345678. While the Reset Box is connected to the lock, ALL communication from the Keypad is rejected. Access to the secured area MUST be maintained (keep the access door open) until the Reset Box is disconnected from the lock. If the access door is closed, the lock will have to be drilled to re-open.

Follow these steps to connect a Reset Box to a LA GARD safe lock:
1. Disconnect the safe lock from all power sources. The safe lock should also be disconnected from any Keypad or Multiplexer prior to connecting the Reset Box.
2. Insert batteries into the Reset Box.
3. Connect the Reset Box to the safe lock BAT port.
4. The LED will illuminate and then stop when reset is complete. Do NOT unplug the box before the reset is complete.
5. Disconnect the Reset Box from the safe lock.
6. Once successfully reset, the Master Password will be reset to 12345678.
7. Reconnect the safe lock to the system.

Specifications

Battery
2 x 9V DC alkaline batteries (Eveready™ or Duracell™ strongly preferred)

Cables
1 x 43109-3 cable

Environmental
Operating & Storage Temperature Range: 32 – 122 °F (0 – 50 °C)
Relative Humidity Range: 0 – 95% non-condensing